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Abstract
Traditional e-voting schemes use centralized and nontransparent count centers, which leads to people’s distrust
of the centers and doubt of the voting on impartiality and
correctness. In this paper, we propose a distributed and
verifiable e-voting scheme based on Mignotte’s threshold
secret sharing scheme, which effectively balances the conflict of interest between voters and count centers. Additionally, this scheme can also resist potential attacks from
malicious participants, and satisfy special requirements of
e-voting, especially for privacy and accountability, which
contradict each other. Moreover, voters take on the major
computation load in our scheme, which effectively reduces
the computation burden of the vote counter.
Keywords: Accountability, e-voting, secret sharing, verifiability

1

Introduction

As we know, voting is important in democratic society.
In paper voting, it is possible for tally clerks to obtain
and even tamper with the contents of voters’ ballots during printing and delivery phase, so voters may doubt the
authenticity of the final result. Moreover, paper voting
takes great cost to count votes in the voting process. To
fix these problems, a multitude of e-voting schemes based
on various cryptographic techniques are developed, which
are more convenient for voters to vote at any time and
place. Therefore, e-voting is widely used to replace paper
voting.
In recent years, various security technologies (such as
mix-net [4, 5, 8, 24, 25], blind signature [3, 6, 12, 15, 29],
homomorphic encryption [7, 9, 11, 26, 28] and secret sharing [10, 11, 17, 33]) provide a solid foundation for the development of e-voting. Compared with paper voting, an
e-voting scheme should be able to satisfy more require-

ments [15, 21, 36], such as privacy, verifiability, fairness
and transparency. Since one requirement may conflict
with another (for example, accountability and privacy),
it is challenging to satisfy all of them.
In this paper, we propose an e-voting scheme based on
Mignotte’s secret sharing schemes [23] with the following
advantages:
1) It can balance the conflict of interest between voters and central vote counter by mutual supervision.
In some verifiable voting schemes, the voter can
only verify whether his/her own vote is computed
correctly, but any voter in our scheme can verify
whole vote result without affecting the privacy of the
scheme, so their trust in this scheme can increase
greatly.
2) It improves computational efficiency. Schemes that
use central entities to execute all computation tasks
often make central entities overloaded. However, in
our scheme, voters take the majority of computation
tasks. Meanwhile, for a single voter, the computation
burden is acceptable.
3) It resolves the conflict between accountability and
privacy. In our scheme, no one can obtain legal voters’ selections. But, in order to identify attackers,
the third-party authority can recover the voter’s selection with t or more voters’ assistance. However,
this is inevitable and understandable. Note that the
third-party authority also cannot obtain any voter’
selection unless t or more voters agree.
Our scheme uses Mignotte’s threshold secret sharing
technique, which is based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Also, our scheme uses some special sequences of
integers, referred to as Mignotte sequences. For reader’s
convenience, we describe Mignotte sequences as follows.
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Let n ∈ Z, 2 ≤ t ≤ n. A (t, n) Mignotte sequence is a scheme can be described as follows: firstly, each voter
sequence of pairwise co-prime positive integers p1 < p2 < authenticates himself/herself and then sends his/her en· · · < pn such that
crypted vote. The vote counter collects all votes and terminates the corresponding relationship between the balt−2
t
Y
Y
lots and voters by mix-net. Finally, these votes will be
pn−i <
pi
(1)
decrypted and counted. Note that this scheme requires a
i=0
i=1
lot of computation to guarantee that each vote be propGiven a publicly known (t, n) Mignotte sequence, the erly processed, so it is inefficient and not suitable for
large-scale voting. Moreover, because the mix-net is not
scheme works as follows:
transparent, voters may doubt the correctness of the vote
1) The dealer chooses a secret s ∈ Z, such that
result. More schemes based on mix-nets can be referred
in [4, 8, 24, 25].
t−2
t
Y
Y
Blind signature, introduced by Chaum [3] in 1983, alpn−i < s <
pi .
(2)
lows
an authority to sign an encrypted message withi=0
i=1
out knowing the plaintext. Fujioka et al. [15] pro2) For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the secret share si for participant posed a FOO e-voting scheme, and then, Cranor and
Cytron [12] implemented the FOO scheme named SenPi is computed by the dealer as si = s mod pi .
sus. The FOO scheme also has problems like ballot col3) If the number of participants with secret shares is lusion. More schemes [6, 29] based on blind signature
greater than or equal to t, the secret s can be recov- were proposed afterwards, for example, Radwin [29] proered. Without loss of generality, assume that t partic- posed an untraceable, universally verifiable voting scheme
ipants Pi1 , Pi2 , · · · , Pit (1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ n) and Chen [6] proposed a receipt-free voting scheme using
provide their secret shares si1 , si2 , · · · , sit , then the double-trapdoor commitment.
system of congruences can be built as
In 1985, Cohen and Fischer [9] proposed a voting

scheme based on homomorphic encryption. Exploiting
si1 ≡ s mod pi1


the homomorphism of certain encryption algorithms, the

si2 ≡ s mod pi2
schemes [7, 11, 26, 28] do not decrypt a single ballot, but
(3)
..

decrypt the product of all ballots to get the vote result.
.



They are efficient in yes/no voting, while in other types of
sit ≡ s mod pit
voting, they have low efficiency. In these schemes, voters
where sj ≡ s mod pj (j ∈ {i1 , i2 , · · · , it }) means need to use zero-knowledge proofs to prove the correctness
Qt
sj mod pj = s mod pj . Let P = k=1 pik . For all of their votes. If the voting is complex (such as selecting
1 ≤ k ≤ t, Rik = P/pik and Rik rik ≡ 1 mod pik . |n/2 − 1| people from n candidates), these schemes will
require lots of computation.
Then, the secret s can be recovered as
In 1979, Shamir [34] and Blakley [1] proposed the
Xt
s=
sik Rik rik mod P.
(4) concept of secret sharing independently, and built a
k=1
(t, n) threshold secret sharing scheme respectively. Subsequently, many researchers further studied secret sharThe rest of this paper is organized as follows: we
ing technology [13, 14, 22, 27]. The secret sharing scheme
present the related work in Section 2, and introduce some
has also been applied to e-voting, for example, schemes
concepts of e-voting in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
in [10, 11, 33] based on Shamir’s polynomial interpolation
details of our e-voting scheme. In Section 5, we discuss
secret sharing scheme, and Iftene’s scheme [17] based on
correctness, security, features, computation complexity of
Chinese remainder theory. Since these schemes use cenour scheme, and then, compare our scheme with related
tralized entities without transparency, voters cannot verschemes. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
ify the vote result and thus may doubt the correctness of
the vote result. Moreover, these schemes lack consideration about the impact of attackers. In this paper, we
2 Related Work
propose a verifiable e-voting scheme based on Mignotte’s
In recent years, various e-voting schemes have been de- threshold secret sharing scheme. Our scheme enable votveloped [18, 19, 20], and these schemes are based on dif- ers to verify the vote result, and balances the conflict of
ferent security methods, such as mix-net [4, 5, 8, 24, 25], interest between voters and the central vote counter. Adblind signature [3, 6, 12, 15, 29], homomorphic encryp- ditionally, this scheme can also resist potential attacks
tion [7, 9, 11, 26, 28] and secret sharing [10, 11, 17, 33]. from malicious participants.
However, to the best of our knowledge, existing e-voting
In addition, other new methods, such as image hidschemes cannot satisfy all the special requirements, which ing [31] and quantum mechanism [2], were also applied to
will be discussed in Section 3.1.
e-voting schemes, and some e-voting schemes use multiIn 1981, Chaum [5] proposed the first e-voting scheme ple methods together. For example, Cohen and Fisher’s
based on public-key cryptosystem and mix-net. His scheme [9] uses mix-net and blind signature together.
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Preliminaries

In this section, we will discuss the e-voting requirements, the classification of e-voting, the participants of
our scheme and the attack models.
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5) 1-L-K voting: the voter picks out a subset of L
candidates, and then chooses K candidates form this
set.

Note that above five types of voting are relative. In
fact, 1-out-of-L voting is the generalization of the other
four types of voting. For example, taking L = 2, we obtain
3.1 Requirements of E-voting Scheme
Yes/No voting. If 1-out-of-L voting executes K times, we
Some literatures [15, 16, 21, 32, 35, 36] have discussed the build K -out-of-L voting and K -sort-out-of-L voting. The
requirements of e-voting schemes. The most important 1-L-K voting can be considered as the combination of 1out-of-L voting and K -out-of-L voting. Hence, without
requirements are as follows:
loss of generality, we only consider 1-out-of-L voting in
1) Legality: only legal participants can vote.
our schemes.
2) Correctness: if all participants are honest and execute the schemes strictly, the vote result can reflect 3.3 Participants
voters’ intentions correctly.
In our scheme, there are n + 3 (n > 2) participants, in3) Privacy: no one can obtain another voter’s personal cluding n voters, a trusted third-party authority, a vote
counter and a registration center. The obligations of these
vote information.
participants are as follows:
4) Robustness: attackers cannot disrupt the vote pro1) n voters: each voter casts his/her vote, and comcedure.
putes the authentication value. When voters doubt
the vote result which is computed and broadcasted
5) Verifiability: each voter can independently check
by the vote counter, they can verify it using the authe correctness of the vote result.
thentication value. If the verification is unsuccessful,
6) Fairness: each voter only knows his/her own vote
voters can report to the third-party authority who
information, and cannot know the final vote result
can investigate malicious participants.
until the vote has been finished.
2) The third-party authority: the third-party authority
7) Transparency: the whole voting process and all
is responsible for initializing the e-voting scheme and
technologies used in the voting scheme are transparinvestigating attackers. In setup phase, he/she preent to each voter.
pares for the voting, and selects suitable parameters
to ensure the security of the scheme. When attackers
8) Uniqueness: a voter is not allowed to vote more
are detected in the verification phase, the third-party
than once.
authority will initiate the investigation and find out
them.
9) Accountability: attackers can be revealed and punished.
Some requirements conflict with each other (such as
privacy and accountability), so it is very challenging to
satisfy all of them.

3.2

Classifications of E-voting

Up to now, many e-voting models are discussed, and evoting models are classified into 5 types [30]:

3) The registration center: the registration center is responsible for registering all applicants who want to
join the e-voting. He/she verifies each applicant’s
personal information, and then, assigns a unique
identification code for the applicant who passes the
verification.
4) The vote counter: the vote counter computes the final vote result in the vote tallying phase, and then,
broadcasts it.

1) Yes/No voting: every voter votes for or against the
In our e-voting scheme, we assume that the third-party
candidates.
authority and registration center are trusted.
2) 1-out-of-L voting: every voter votes for one candidate from the set of L candidates.

3.4

Attack Model

3) K -out-of-L voting: every voter votes for K differ- The activities of attackers will threaten the security and
privacy of the e-voting scheme. They intend to obtain
ent candidates from the set of L candidates.
the vote selections of the legal voters and modify the final
4) K -sort-out-of-L voting: every voter votes for K vote result.
ordered different candidates from the set of L canThere are two types of attacks. One type is the Single
didates. The order of the selected candidates repre- Attack, involving only one attacker. In our scheme, thirdsents the importance.
party authority and the registration center are trusted,
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so we only discuss the vote counter and the voter’s single
attack. The other type is Collusion Attack, which has
multi-attackers. Since the vote counter’s behaviors will be
verified in verification phase, there is no need to consider
it as a collusion attacker. In this paper, we only discuss
the collusion attack launched by voters. In Section 5, we
will discuss all types of malicious participants’ attacks in
detail.
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2) Authority selects suitable threshold according to the
security requirement of the scheme.
3) Authority generates a (t, n) Mignotte sequence
p1 , p2 , · · · , pn , and this sequence satisfies Equation (1).
4) Authority generates an integer mask sequence
m1 , mP
2 , · · · , mn , and computes the sum of all masks
n
M = i=1 mi .

The Proposed Scheme

In order to ensure the security and privacy of the
scheme, the above parameters should satisfy the following
In our scheme, the participants include a third-party auconditions.
thority Authority , a registration center Registrar , a vote
counter Counter and n voters V1 , V2 , · · · , Vn . Authority Condition 1. In order to ensure attackers cannot reduce
and Registrar are trusted. As we mentioned in Section 3.2, the guess scope of vote’s selection vi even if attackers obwithout loss of generality, we use 1-out-of-L voting in our tain the voter’s ballot Bi , the candidate value sequence
scheme. We also need the following notations and param- and the mask sequence need to satisfy
eters in Table 1.
cL + min{m1 , m2 , · · · , mn } > c1 .
(6)
Table 1: Parameters declaration
Symbol
n
L
Ci
ci
vni
Idi
Vi
vi
mi
M
pi
Bi
Bi,j
M ST i
MT
T

Meaning
the number of voters
the number of candidates
the candidate i
the candidate value representing Ci
the number of voters who vote for Ci
Vi 0 s identification code
the voter i
Vi 0 s vote selection, vi ∈ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL }
Vi 0 s vote mask
Pn
the sum of all masks, M = i=1 mi
the corresponding prime of Vi
Vi 0 s ballot
the sub-ballot which Vi sends to Vj
the masked sub-tally computed
by Vi
Pn
the masked tally,
M
T
=
B
i=1 i
Pn
the tally, T = i=1 vi

In the following, we will describe our e-voting scheme.
Note that all related technologies and vote process are
transparent to voters.

4.1

Setup

In setup phase, Authority prepares for the voting, and selects suitable parameters to ensure the security of the
scheme. He/she works as follows:
1) Authority generates a candidate value sequence
c1 , c2 , · · · , cL ∈ Z which satisfies

Condition 2. In following phase, we need to recover
masked tally M T and each voter’s ballot Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
t−2
Q
so M T and Bi need to satisfy
pn−i < Bi , M T <
k=0
t
Q

pi . Since M T =

Pn

k=1

i=1

Bi and Bi = vi + mi , the

candidate value sequence and the mask sequence need to
satisfy

t
Q


n × c1 + M <
pi

i=1
(7)
t−2
Q


 pn−i < cL + min{m1 , m2 , · · · , mn }
i=0

4.2

Registration

Each voter sends his/her personal information to
Registrar . If the applicant’s personal information is legitimate, Registrar assigns a unique identification code
to her/him. By the signature technology which is represented in Section 4.3, participants can know the corresponding relation between the sender and his/her information.
According to voters’ registration information, Authority
sends mask mi and prime pi to voter Vi through secure communication channels for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then,
Authority broadcasts the sum of all masks M , candidate
and candidate value pairs < ci , Ci > (1 ≤ i ≤ L), and
voter’s identification code and corresponding prime pairs
< idi , pi > (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

4.3

Signature

In our scheme, the data, which Authority use to identify at(5) tackers in investigation phase, may be stored by malicious
participants. Thus, we use signature technique to ensure
If a voter chooses ci , it means that this voter votes the reliability of the data and their source. In this way,
for candidate Ci .
senders cannot deny the data they sent, and Authority can
ci > n × ci+1

(i = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1)
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easily detect the malicious data provider who tamper the
data.
Some signature technologies can be used in our scheme
to create the corresponding relations between the sender
and his/her information. For example, we can use RSA
signature technology which works as follows: each participant will generate he/her private key and public key and
send public key to Registrar . After getting these public
keys, Registrar will broadcast the corresponding relation
between participants’ identification codes and their public key. If a participant wants to send a message, he/she
will encrypt this message and his/her identification code
using private key. After receiving the message, the receiver can decrypt the message using the sender’s public
key and verify the identity of the sender. In this way, the
corresponding relation between the sender and his/her information can be built up. Here, we will not describe the
details of RSA signature technology.

4.4

Vote

j=1

and then, sends it to Counter .

4.5

Vote Tallying

In this phase, Counter randomly selects t voters
Vi1 , Vi2 , · · · , Vit (1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ n), and then,
uses their masked sub-tallies M ST i1 , M ST i2 , · · · , M ST it
to build the system of congruences, such that

M ST i1 ≡ M T mod pi1



M ST i2 ≡ M T mod pi2
(9)
..

.



M ST it ≡ M T mod pit
where M T =

Pn

i=1 (Bi − mi ) =M T − M . Let r0 = T , the vni , which
presents the number of the voters who vote for candidate
Ci , can be computed as
k
(
j
vni = ri−1
ci
(i = 1, 2, · · · , L).
(11)
ri = ri−1 mod ci

After recovering the final vote result, Counter broadcasts the masked tally M T and the final vote result
< vni , Ci > (1 ≤ i ≤ L).

4.6

Verification and Investigation

In this section, we introduce our verification and investigation methods.
Verification A: If voter Vi doubt the vote result, he/she
can verify masked tally M T which is computed and
broadcasted by Counter as
M ST i =M T mod pi .

Following voter Vi 0 s own will, he/she chooses a vote selection vi ∈ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL } and forms ballot Bi = vi + mi .
For example, if Vi wants to vote for candidate Ck (1 ≤
k ≤ L), he/she can choose vi = ck . Then, Vi computes
each sub-ballot Bi,j = Bi mod pj (1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i), and
send it to corresponding voter Vj .
After receiving all sub-ballot Bj,i from voter Vj (1 ≤
j ≤ n and j 6= i), voter Vi checks the number of each Bj,i .
If a voter sends his/her sub-ballot more than once and
his/her sub-ballots are different, voter Vi will report to
Authority and use the last Bj,i . Then, voter Vi computes
the masked sub-tally
Xn
M STi =
Bj,i mod pi ,
(8)

Pn

i=1

M STj =

Bi and, for all j ∈ {i1 , i2 , · · · , it },
Xn
i=1

(Bi mod pj ) mod pj .

(10)

Counter computes masked tally M T , using the general
variant of the Chinese remainder theorem (see details in
Section 1). Then, tally T , which can be described as
PL
Pn
T = i=1 (vni × ci ), can be computed as T = i=1 vi =

264

(12)

If M ST i 6= M T mod pi , verifier Vi will report to
Authority who can investigate Counter ’s misbehavior.
The investigation steps are described as follows:
1) Using Equation (12), Authority verifies all
masked sub-tallies M ST 1 , M ST 2 , · · · , M ST n .
If the number of voters whose masked sub-tallies
satisfy Equation (12) is less than t, Authority
will know the masked tally M T was forged by
Counter , and then, he/she broadcast Counter ’s
misbehaviors and finish the investigation.
2) Authority selects t voters Vj1 , Vj2 , · · · , Vjt whose
masked sub-tallies satisfy Equation (12), and
gets all voters’ sub-ballots from these voters.
Then, all voters’ ballots can be recovered. For
example, voter Vi 0 s ballot Bi can be recovered,
using the general variant of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. The system of congruences can be
built as


Bi,j1 ≡ Bi mod pj1

Bi,j2 ≡ Bi mod pj2
(13)
..

.



Bi,jt ≡ Bi mod pjt
3) Authority computes vote selection vi = Bi − mi ,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and then he/she can find all
attackers by recovering all phases of the e-voting
(see details in Section 5.1).
Verification B: After verifying masked tally M T , voter
Vi can verify vni , the number of the voters who vote
for candidate Ci , using Equation (11). If the number
is different from the number broadcasted by Counter ,
voter will report to Authority . Then Authority will
check the vote result. If Counter forged the vote result, Authority will detect it.
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Discussions

vni can be computed as follows:
%
 $ PL

ri−1
j=i (vnj × cj )
5.1 Correctness Analysis
=
ci
ci
In this section, we discuss the correctness of our scheme.
%
$ PL
By Proposition (1), we know that if all voters follow the
j=i+1 (vnj × cj )
= vni +
vote rules, Counter can count the right vote result which
ci
reflects voters’ true will.
= vni .

(20)

Proposition 1. If all voters follow the vote rules, Counter
Obviously, in our scheme, if all voters follow the vote
can count the right vote result which reflects voters’ true rules, C
ounter can compute the right vote result which
will.
reflects voters’ true will.
Proof. Without loss of generality, in vote tallying phase,
assume that Counter selects t voters V1 , V2 , · · · , Vt and 5.2 Security Analysis
uses their masked sub-tallies M ST1 , M ST2 , · · · , M STt to In the e-voting scheme, malicious participants may attack
recover masked tally M T . Since, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
the system. Here, we will analyze this problem in detail
according to the attack models mentioned above.
Xn
Bj,i mod pi
M ST i =
j=1
Xn
5.2.1 Single Attack
=
(Bj modpi ) mod pi
j=1
(14) According to participants’ property, there are two types
Xn
=
Bj mod pi
of single attacker, i.e., Counter and voter. We will analyze
j=1
their misbehavior as follows:
= M T mod pi
1) Malicious Counter .
Counter can build the system of congruences
Counter engages in two kinds of misbehavior: one is

M ST1 ≡ M T mod p1



M ST2 ≡ M T mod p2
..

.



M STt ≡ M T mod pt
According to Condition 2, i.e.,

t−2
Q

pn−i < M T <

i=0

vote result cheating, the other is privacy stealing.
(15)

t
Q

pi ,

i=1

Counter can recover M T by the general variant of the
Chinese remainder theorem.
Tally T is the sum of all voters’ selection vi (i =
1, 2, · · · , n), so it can be computed as
Xn

T =

i=1

vi =

Xn
i=1

(Bi − mi ) = M T − M

(16)

T =

j=1

vj =

XL
i=1

(vni × ci ),

(17)

PL
where vj ∈ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL } and i=1 vni = n. For all
1 ≤ i ≤ L−1, we know that ci > n×ci+1 and 0 ≤ vni < n,
such that
ci >

XL
j=i+1

(vnj × cj ).

(18)

Thus, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L, if we set
(

PL

r0 = T = j=1 (vnj × cj )
PL
ri = ri−1 mod ci = j=i+1 (vnj × cj )

Privacy stealing: even if Counter wants to acquire
voter Vi 0 s (1 ≤ i ≤ n) vote selection vi by collecting
related information, he/she cannot recover voter Vi 0 s
ballot Bi from prime number pi , masked sub-tally
M ST i and masked tally M T .
2) Malicious voter.
Assume that voter Vi is malicious voter, whose attacks can be involved in the following attack cases:
Case A. Using illegal ballots IB i ;
Case B. Voting more than once;

In addition, T can be described as
Xn

Vote result cheating: if Counter forges masked tally
and the final vote result to cheat voters, it will be
discovered by voters in the verification phase.

(19)

Case C. Sending different sub-ballots to other voters;
Case D. Sending illegal masked sub-tally IM ST i to
Counter ;
Case E. Trying to obtain legal voters’ vote selections (such as voter Vj 0 s vote selection vj ).
Case A, B, C and D can influence correctness and
Case E can influence privacy. The security analysis
of single malicious voter’s attack is as follows:
Case A. In
recover
tem of
tion vi

the investigation phase, Authority can
voter Vi 0 s ballot Bi by solving the sysCongruences (13). Then, vote selecis computed as vi = Bi − mi . If
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vi ∈
/ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL }, voter Vi 0 s misbehavior will
be detected.
Case B. Registrar will assign a unique identification code Idi for voter Vi . According to Section 4.2, participants know the corresponding
relation between the sender and his/her information. If voter Vi vote a new ballot Binew and
Binew 6= Bi , the information receivers will detect this misbehavior.
Case C. If voter Vi sends different sub-ballots to
other voters, Authority will recover an illegal ballot IBi in the investigation phase by solving the
system of Congruences (13). Thus, this misbehavior will be detected as in Case A..
Case D. According to the definition of threshold
secret sharing, Counter just needs t honest
voters to recover the masked tally M T . If
only voter Vi sends an illegal masked sub-tally
IM ST i , Counter can still recover M T . Moreover, Authority can check IM ST i in the investigation phase using Equation (12). If IM ST i 6=
M T mod pi , Authority will detect voter Vi 0 s attack.
Case E. Voter Vi only gets voter Vj 0 s sub-ballot
Bj,i , which is computed as Bj,i = (vj +mj ) mod
pi , so he/she cannot compute ballot Bj . Even
Voter Vi obtain ballot Bj , he/she also cannot recover voter Vj 0 s vote selection vj without mask
mj which only Authority and voter Vj know.
The above analysis shows that the attacks, launched
by a single malicious participant, can be resisted in our
e-voting scheme.
5.2.2

Collusion Attack

266

Otherwise, there will be a situation in which t voters
win the voting and they still want to know voter Vi 0 s
vote selection vi . In this situation, ballot Bi can be
recovered by solving the system of Congruences (13).
Since Bi = vi + mi , vote selection vi still cannot
be computed without mask mi which is only known
to Authority and voter Vi . Moreover, according to
Condition 1, they also cannot reduce the guess scope
of vote selection vi , even if ballot Bi was obtained
(see Section 4.1).

5.3

Features Analysis

In this section, we will analyze the features of our scheme
according to the requirements in Section 3.1.
Legality: Registrar verifies voters’ personal information
and assigns a unique identification code to each legal voter, so illegal voters cannot be involved in our
scheme.
Correctness: If each voter is honest and strictly executes our scheme, Counter can recover the correct
masked tally M T by solving the system of Congruences (9). Then, Counter can compute the final
vote result that reflects voters’ true will, using Equation (11).
Privacy: Protecting the privacy of voters’ selections is
one of the most important security requirements. By
using the threshold secret sharing technology and
the mask codes, the content of vote selection in our
scheme is hidden to ensure privacy. According to
the analysis in Section 5.2, any person cannot obtain voter’ selection without the corresponding mask
which is only known to this voter and Authority , and
Authority cannot recover any voter’ selection unless t
or more voters agree either. Obviously, our scheme
can protect the privacy of voters’ selections very well.

Since Counter ’s behaviors will be verified in verification
phase, there is no need to consider it as a collusion attacker. In this paper, we only discuss the collusion attack
launched by voters.
Robustness: From the analysis in Section 5.2, we know
Collusion voters’ attacks can be involved in the followour scheme can resist all attacks launched by voters
ing attack cases: A. Modifying the vote result; B. Oband the counter.
taining legal voters’ vote selection (such as voter Vi 0 s vote
selection vi ). We analyze the above two cases next.
Verifiability: In the verification phase, voters can verify
masked tally M T and the final vote result, with their
Case A: In the setup phase, Authority selects proper
own information (see details in Section 4.6).
threshold t. Generally, we set t > d(n + 1)/2e. If the
number of collusion voters is more than or equals to
t, they can win the voting and this collusion attack Fairness: In the process of voting, each voter only gets
other voters’ sub-ballots (for example, voter Vj gets
is meaningless. On the other hand, if the number
voter Vi 0 s sub-ballot Bi,j which is computed as Bi,j =
of collusion voters is less than t, they cannot forge
Bi mod pj ), so he/she cannot recover the final vote
enough masked sub-tallies to cheat Counter . Counter
result using these information until Counter broadwill recover illegal masked tally IM T which cannot
casts it.
pass the verification phase. Then this collusion attack will be detected by Authority in the investigation
Uniqueness: In Section 4.3, the corresponding relation
phase.
between voters’ information and their identification
Case B: If the number of collusion voters is less than
code is established. If the voter casts his/her vote
t, legal voter Vi 0 s ballot Bi will not be recovered.
more than once, it can be detected in the vote phase.
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Table 2: Computation complexities of all phases
Phases
Setup
Registration
Vote
Vote tallying
Verification
Counter investigation
Voter investigation
Sum

Voter
O(n)
O(1)
O(n)

Counter
O(n)
O(n)

Authority
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)

Registrar
O(n)
O(n)

Transparency: In our scheme, we need participants to
In verification phase, if the voter doubt the vote
supervise their behaviors mutually, so that all work- counter, he/she can verify the masked tally and the vote
ing mechanisms and voting process are transparent result. The verifier’s computation complexity is O(1).
to all participants in the whole process.
In investigation phase, the computation complexity of
investigating the vote counter is O(n), and the computaAccountability: According to the security analysis in tion complexity of investigating a voter, by recovering this
Section 5.2, Authority can find attackers and then re- voter’s ballot, is O(n). In worst situation, Authority need
duce the damage. At the same time, Authority ’s ex- to investigate n voters and the computation complexity is
istence can also deter some attackers.
O(n2 ). In reality, the majority of participants are honest
and follow the rules of the vote scheme, so Authority only
From the above analysis, our scheme obviously satisfies need to investigate a small number of voters.
all the requirements and balances the conflict between
Since the computation of masked sub-tally which has
privacy and accountability.
the highest computation complexity is allocated to n voters, each voter’s computation complexity is O(n). Counter
and Authority ’s computation complexity also is O(n).
5.4 Computation Complexity Analysis
In our scheme, each participant’s computation load is
In order to analyze the computation cost of our scheme balanced, which effectively avoid overload of the vote
more clearly, we analyze the computation cost of voting counter.
and the computation cost of signature in this section, independently.
5.4.2 Computation Cost Analysis of Signature
5.4.1

Computation Cost Analysis of Voting

We list the computation complexities of all work phases
in Table 2.
In setup phase, Authority should prepare for e-voting
and select suitable parameters. Authority ’s computation
complexity is O(n).
In registration phase, Registrar should confirm whether
the information of each applicant is legitimate, and then,
assign a unique identification code to the legal applicant.
In this phase, Registrar ’s computation complexity is O(n).
In vote phase, voters need to form the ballot and compute the masked sub-tally. Each voter’s computation
complexity is O(n), so the computation complexity of n
voters is O(n2 ).
In vote count phase, Counter need to recover the
masked tally M T and compute the vote result. The computation complexity of recovering M T which need to solve
the system of t congruence equations is O(n), and the
computation complexity of computing the vote result is
O(L) (L < n), so the computation complexity of vote
tallying phase is O(n).

In our scheme, voter’s sub-ballot is stored by other voters. When Authority needs to recover a certain voter’s
vote selection, he or she needs not less than t voters to
provide their stored information about this voter. Since
these information providers may be malicious, we need
to guarantee information is reliable and not tampered.
In our scheme, we use signature technology to guarantee
information reliability and validity. Table 3 lists all participants’ computation cost of signature and verification,
which also reflect the communication situation between
participants.
Since multiple signature techniques can be used in our
scheme, we use Ts to represent the computation cost of
signing a message, use Tv to represent the computation
cost of verifying a message, and use T to represent the
computation cost of signing and verifying a message. By
Table 3, we know the total computation complexity of
signature is O(n2 T ). The major computation cost generated by signature is in vote phase, because every voter
needs to send her/his sub-ballot to other n − 1 voters. In
addition, for a single participant, signature computation
complexity is O(nT ), which is acceptable.
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In addition, we can avoid the computation cost of signature through requiring voters send backup information
to trusted entity. For example, in our scheme, voters
can send information to designated trusted entity (e.g.,
Authority ). Since the trusted entity can ensure the data
and their sources are valid and correct, Authority can use
them to identify attackers. Note that, when trusted entity receives the backup information, he/she should check
data consistency with the information receiver.

5.5

Comparisons
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and their source, which authority use to identify attackers. Thus, our scheme and Li et al.’s have higher computation cost than Cramer et al.’s and Iftene’s schemes.
But, in order to ensure the robustness and accountability of the e-voting scheme, it’s inevitable. In addition,
our scheme distributes the computation burden to all of
participants, thus improve computational efficiency, and
avoid overloading the counter.

6

Conclusions

In this section, we compare the functionality and compu- In this paper, we propose an e-voting scheme which allows voters to verify the final vote result independently
tation complexity with related schemes.
and balances the conflict of interest between voters and
the vote counter. Moreover, the scheme is secure because
5.5.1 Functionality Comparisons
it can resist attacks effectively. In this scheme, we suppose
Table 4 compares our scheme’s functionality with Cramer that the third-party authority and the registration center
et al.’s scheme [10], Iftene’s scheme [17] and Li et al.’s are credible. However, they might be non-credible in reality. Therefore, we plan to design a new mechanism which
scheme [21]. We explain Table 4 as follows:
can avoid the supposition of those credible participants in
1) All four schemes have verification function. In the future.
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